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  CONTRACTS ACCEPTED 
 
PROPOSAL ID/  CONTRACTOR/  ACCEPTED DATE/ 
COUNTY  PROJECT NUMBER(S)  PROJECT WORK TYPE 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
08-0750-620       CON-STRUCT, INC.                            03/07/11 
  BOONE           STP-U-0750(620)--70-08                      PCC PAVEMENT - GRADE/REPLACE 
 
23-1855-613       DETERMANN ASPHALT PAVING, L.L.C.            03/07/11 
  CLINTON         ESL-1855(613)--7S-23                        HMA RESURFACING WITH MILLING 
 
29-0349-200       DELONG CONSTRUCTION, INC.                   03/10/11 
  DES MOINES      NHSN-034-9(200)--2R-29                      RCB CULVERT RPLC - SINGLE BOX 
 
30-C030-034       WICKS CONSTRUCTION, INC.                    03/10/11 
  DICKINSON       STP-S-C030(34)--5E-30                       PCC PAVEMENT - GRADE/REPLACE 
 
30-0232-607       CHRISTENSEN BROS., INC.                     03/09/11 
  DICKINSON       BROS-0232(607)--8J-30                       BRIDGE AND APPROACHES - CCS 
 
50-1632-055       DICKINSON CO., INC.                         03/09/11 
  JASPER          NHSN-163-2(55)--2R-50                       LIGHTING 
 
69-C069-039       MANATT'S, INC.                              03/09/11 
  MONTGOMERY      ESFM-C069(39)--5S-69                        PCC OVERLAY - UNBONDED 
 
70-0614-107       MANATT'S, INC.                              03/10/11 
  MUSCATINE       HSIPX-061-4(107)--3L-70                     HMA PAVED SHOULDER - NEW 
 
70-0929-126       ILLOWA INVESTMENT, INC.                     03/10/11 
  MUSCATINE       STP-092-9(126)--2C-70                       HMA RESURFACING WITH MILLING 
 
77-0353-180       OMG D/B/A DES MOINES ASPHALT & PAVING       03/09/11 
  POLK            IM-035-3(180)87--13-77                      HMA PAVEMENT - REPLACE 
  POLK            IM-035-3(188)87--13-77                      TRAFFIC SIGNS 
 
77-0694-084       OMG D/B/A NUCKOLLS CONCRETE SERVICES        03/09/11 
  POLK            STP-069-4(84)--2C-77                        PCC PAVEMENT - GRADE/REPLACE 
 
81-C081-058       DIXON CONSTR. CO.                           03/15/11 
  SAC             BRS-C081(58)--60-81                         RCB CULVERT RPLC - TWIN BOX 
 
86-0306-140       HOLLAND, JB CONSTRUCTION, INC.              03/11/11 
  TAMA            NHSN-030-6(140)--2R-86                      WETLAND MITIGATION 
 
92-2183-081       PELLING, L.L. CO., INC.                     03/10/11 
  WASHINGTON      NHSN-218-3(81)--2R-92                       HMA RESURFACING 
 
